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Introduction

In Computer Algebra, the use of types, in the sense of abstract data types or
algebraic specifications, is often considered as both useful and troublesome:
types can be helpful for genericity and reuse of code, or simply in order to fix
bugs easier; but the precise definition of types is usually tedious, and often
quite difficult.

This could be overcome by some kind of “approximate” typing. In this
tutorial, we present a typing technique, called soft typing, which allows to
start from an approximate type and to add information in order to get an
exact type.

The word type is used in this tutorial, as often in computer algebra, as an
alternative for specification: it is a syntactic feature designed both to describe
models and to give a syntax for programs, in a coherent way. One may have
several models in mind, or only one model, which is usually the initial model,
or the abstract data type, defined by the specification. For instance in Axiom
or Aldor usually a category has several models while a domain corresponds
to only one [18].

Ehresmann introduced sketches in the 60’s [9, 10]; at the end of the 80’s
it came to light that sketch theory can be used as a specification tool in
computer science [22, 2]. In order to describe models, sketches are a non-
trivial alternative to logical theories [14, 15]. Sketches can be combined
together thanks to a constructor of colimits, which yields the usual tools
for building “big” specifications from “small” ones by adding new features.
Functional (or applicative) programs can be defined as terms generated in
some given sketch.

Soft typing relies on a new constructor over sketches, called the ribbon prod-
uct ; it allows to build “big” specifications from “small” ones in the following
way: one of the “small” specifications is an approximate specification, the
other ones say how it must be corrected, or extended, in order to build an
exact “big” specification.

Actually, sketches are not powerful enough for our purpose; we rather use
mosaics, which are based on the generalization of sketches by Lair [20, 21].
A mosaic is made of elementary pieces; theses pieces are ambigraphs (i.e.
oriented graphs with some additional features).

Theoretical background for ribbon product will be soon submitted to pub-
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lication [6]. No application has been made so far. This tutorial is the first
presentation in an international meeting of the main ideas underlying our
work on soft typing.

Our motivation for soft typing comes from computer algebra. However, soft
typing can be used more generally for software design.

We will see that soft typing can be used to solve questions related to error
handling, overloading and coercions, and to express imperative programs
in a functional setting without expliciting the state of the machine. These
questions are usually considered as important in computer science, and a
lot of work has been done to solve them, using fairly different techniques:
logic, category theory, generalized specifications, rewriting techniques, etc.
Our reference list mentions some papers related to these subjects; this list
is far from exhaustive. However, there is no time for any comparison of our
method with others in this tutorial; see [6] for that.

This tutorial is elementary: no specific knowledge is assumed, though some
previous experience with either a strongly typed language (e.g. [18]), alge-
braic specifications (e.g. [13]) or category theory (e.g. [23]) may be helpful.

Our aim is to present the basic ideas underlying ribbon product construc-
tion and its application to soft typing. One should look at [6] for precise
definitions, theorems and proofs.

This tutorial is based on examples. These examples are elementary, however
it should be clear that they could easily be generalized to a lot of situations.

The tutorial proceeds as follows (sections 4 and 5 could be skipped):

1. A short introduction to ambigraphs, mosaics and their models.

2. The notion of soft typing from a simple example of error handling.

3. The extension of an ambigraph by a ribbon product.

4. The extension of a mosaic by a ribbon product.

5. Specifications themselves must be specified. . .

6. An example of soft typing for overloading and coercions.

7. An example of soft typing for imperative programming.
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Typing with ambigraphs and mosaics

In this section we present ambigraphs and mosaics as tools for usual typing
(or specification). We focus on specifications as a way to give a syntactic
description for classes of models. Specifications as a frame for writing and
evaluating programs will be considered only in section 7.
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Oriented graphs

The simplest mosaics are oriented graphs, made of nodes ans arrows. For
each arrow s : S → T the nodes S and T are called respectively the domain
and codomain of s, and S → T is called the rank of s.

A set-valued model M of an oriented graph S is made of an interpretation of
each node S as a set M(S) and an interpretation of each arrow s : S → T
as a map M(s) : M(S)→M(T ).

In categorical terms, a model of S is an homomorphism M : S → Set from the
oriented graph S towards the category Set of sets.

S A

z

��
N

s

CC

gf ed
`a bc

M−→ {∗}
0

��
N

succ

CC

gf ed
`a bc

Set
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Ambigraphs

More complex mosaics are ambigraphs : they are made of an oriented graph
together with:

• identity arrows idS : S → S associated to some nodes S,

• composed arrows g ◦ f : S → U associated to some consecutive pairs of
arrows (f : S → T, g : T → U),

• and equations, i.e. some pairs of arrows s1 ≡ s2 where s1, s2 : S → T
have the same rank.

A model M of an ambigraph S is a model of the underlying oriented graph
such that identity (resp. composed) arrows are interpreted as identity (resp.
composed) maps, and equations are interpreted as equalities between maps.

Identities and composed arrows usually are not represented in the diagrams.

S A

z

��
Z

s

CC

p

[[

p◦s≡idN

s◦p≡idN

gf ed

`a bc

M−→ {∗}
0

��
Z

succ

CC

pred

[[

gf ed
`a bc

Set
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Drawing the definition of an ambigraph

The definition of an ambigraph S can be summarized by this diagram where:

• NodeS is the set of nodes of S, and IdNodeS the subset of nodes with
identity;

• ArrowS is the set of arrows of S;

• ConsS is the set of consecutive pairs of arrows of S, and CompS the
subset of composable pairs;

• SRankS is the set of pairs of arrows of S with the same rank, and EqS
the subset of equations;

• domainS (resp. codomainS) maps each arrow s : S → T towards its
domain S (resp. its codomain T );

• selidS maps each node with identity S towards its identity arrow idS;

• compS maps each composable pair of arrows (f : S → T, g : T → U)
towards its composed arrow g ◦ f : S → U ;

• other arrows are inclusions and projections.

We will come back on this point in section 5.

NodeS ArrowS
domainS

mm
codomainS

qq ConsSmmmm
qqqq

IdNodeS
3 S

eeKKKKKKKKKK selidS

>>

CompS
, �

99ttttttttt
compS

__

SRankS

KK KK SSSS

EqS
?�

OO
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Mosaics

Generally, a mosaic Σ is made of an ambigraph S, called the support of Σ,
and additional syntactic features called constraints.

A model M of a mosaic Σ is a model of the support S which satisfies the
constraints.

Constraints themselves are described by ambigraphs, as will be seen in sec-
tion 4. Currently, we only have to know that for any node S of Σ, there can
be a constraint in Σ, which is written as “S = 1I”, such that a model M of
the support S satisfies the constraint S= 1I if and only if the set M(S) has
exactly one element. Note that one-element sets play a crucial role: arrows
from S → T where S = 1I are interpreted as constant maps, i.e. as some
elements of M(T ).

Here is a mosaic Σnat “of natural numbers”: its “minimal” model, as de-
scribed below, interprets respectively the nodes A and N as the sets {∗}
(one-element set) and N (set of natural numbers), and the arrows z and s as
the maps 0 (constant map) and succ (for successor).

Mosaics may be classified according to the nature of their constraints: for
instance Ehresmann’s sketches [9, 10] and Lair’s trames [20] are mosaics.
Distinct natures of constraints correspond to distinct logical power [14, 15].

Σnat A = 1I

z

��
N

s

CC

gf ed
`a bc

M−→ {∗}
0

��
N

succ

CC

gf ed
`a bc

Set
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An example about error handling

Let us enrich the previous mosaic Σnat in two ways: first to get a mosaic
Σexact “of natural numbers with predecessor”, then to get an “approximation”
Σapprox (or simply Σ) of Σexact.
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An exact mosaic for explicit error handling

The mosaic Σexact is a mosaic “of natural numbers with predecessor”. It has
several constraints. As above, the contraints A = 1I, EA = 1I and EN = 1I
specify one-element sets. In addition, the constraints A′ = A + EA and
N ′=N + EN specify disjoint unions, which means that for any model M of
Σexact, using “t” for disjoint union: M(A′) =M(A) tM(EA) and M(N ′) =
M(N) tM(EN). Altogether, these constraints say that M(A′) = {∗, εA} is
a two-elements set, and that M(N ′) =M(N) t {εN}. Here the elements εA
and εN are called the errors.

The “minimal” model of Σexact interprets A, N , z and s as before, hence it in-
terprets A′ and N ′ respectively as {∗, εA}, and Nt{εN}; in addition the arrow
p is interpreted as the map pred (for predecessor) such that pred(succ(n))=n
and pred(0)=εN . The interpretations of z′, s′ and p′ extend the maps 0, succ
and pred by forwarding the error: zero ′(εA)=εN , succ′(εN)=pred ′(εN)=εN .

Σexact A=1I

z

��

� �

α
//

β′++XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX A′=A+ EA
z′

��

EA=1I

β

��

? _

α′
oo

N

s

CC
p

00
� � ν // N ′=N + EN

s′

DD

p′

ZZ EN =1I? _

ν′
oo

p◦s≡ν p◦z≡ν′◦β′

z′◦α≡ν◦z z′◦α′≡ν′◦β
s′◦ν≡ν◦s s′◦ν′≡ν′

p′◦ν≡p p′◦ν′≡ν′

gf ed

`a bc
M ↓

Set {∗}
0

��

� � // {∗, εA}
zero′

��

{εA}

��

? _oo

N

succ

CC
pred

11
� � // N t {εN}

succ′

EE

pred′

YY
{εN}? _oo

gf ed
`a bc
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An approximate mosaic for implicit error
handling

The mosaic Σ=Σapprox is made of:
nodes : A, N
elementary arrows : z : A→ N , s, p : N → N
identity arrow : idN : N → N
composed arrows : p ◦ z : A→ N , p ◦ s : N → N
equation : p ◦ s ≡ idN : N → N
constraint : A=1I

It is an approximation of Σexact: nothing is said about p ◦ z. In order to
say that the interpretation must contain some error elements, that maps
should forward the error, and that pred(0) should be an error, we must add
comments, which are not part of the syntax.

Σ=Σapprox A = 1I

z

��
N

s

CC

p

[[

p◦s≡idN

gf ed
`a bc

M−→

?

gf ed
`a bc

?
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Comments on the approximate mosaic

Comments on the support S of Σ can be stated as follows:

• each node of S must be interpreted as an Err-set, i.e. a set with a
specific element called the error,

• each arrow of S must be interpreted as a forward-map, i.e. a map which
forwards the error, and, on top of that :

– the interpretation of z and s must be an ok-map, i.e. a map which
cannot associate an error to a non-error element,

– the interpretation of p ◦ z must be an err-map, i.e. a map which
always returns the error,

• the equation of S must be interpreted as a forwardeq-equality, i.e. an
equality between the corresponding forward -maps.

S ° comments A ° Err

z°ok
��

p◦z°err
		

N ° Err

s°ok

CC

p°forw

[[

(p◦s≡idN )°forweq

gf ed
`a bc

Comment on the constraint A=1I is:

• A must be interpreted as an Err -set with exactly one non-error element:
hence as a two-elements set {∗, εA}.
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Explicit versus implicit (informal)

Let us summarize: in order to specify natural numbers with a predecessor
map pred such that pred(0) is an error, we may either choose the explicit
point of view given by the exact mosaic Σexact, or the implicit point of view
given by the approximate mosaic Σ together with comments.

In the explicit point of view, we are interested in the models of Σexact as
defined above, i.e. its set-valued models. Their set is denoted:

Mod(Σexact, Set) .

In the implicit point of view, on the contrary, we are not interested in the
set-valued models of Σ, but on some new kind of models, which we call
(temporary) the models of Σ according to the comments. Their set is denoted
(temporary):

Mod comments(Σ) .

We have “proved” that:

Mod(Σexact, Set) ' Mod comments(Σ) .

We will now see that:

• comments can be made “syntactic” and Mod comments(Σ) can be given
a more “syntactic” definition,

• the mosaic Σexact can be recovered from its approximation Σ and from
the comments.

This will be done first for the support of Σ in section 3 and then for its
constraint in section 4.
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Comments on the support

Our basic result relies on a “good” formalization of the comments. For
this purpose, we consider here only the support of the approximate mosaic;
constraints will be considered in section 4.
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Extensor

Let us consider the following mosaics.

The mosaic K(Node,Err) has two constraints: as above, the constraint E=1I
specifies a one-element set, and the constraint T =S + E specifies a disjoint
union. Hence a model M of K(Node,Err) is made of a set M(T )=M(S) t
M(E) with M(E)={ε}:

models of K(Node,Err) are Err-sets.

K(Node,Err) S
� � // T =S + E E=1I? _ooON MLHI JK

Each “line” in the other mosaics is a copy of K(Node,Err).

A model M of K(Arrow , forw) is made of a map M(t) : M(S1) t {ε1} →
M(S2) t {ε2} which forwards the error, i.e. such that M(t)(ε1)=ε2:

models of K(Arrow , forw) are forward-maps.

K(Arrow , forw) S1
� � // T1 =S1 + E1

t
��

≡

E1 =1I? _oo

��
S2

� � // T2 =S2 + E2 E2 =1I? _oo

gf ed`a bc
If in addition M(t) cannot associate an error to a non-error element, i.e. if
the image of M(S1) by M(t) is in M(S2):

models of K(Arrow , ok) are ok-maps.

K(Arrow , ok) S1
� � //

��
≡

T1 =S1 + E1

t
��

≡

E1 =1I? _oo

��
S2

� � // T2 =S2 + E2 E2 =1I? _oo

gf ed`a bc
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If M(t) always returns the error, i.e. if the image of every element of M(S1)
by M(t) is ε2:

models of K(Arrow , err) are err-maps.

K(Arrow , err) S1
� � // T1 =S1 + E1

t
�� ≡

≡

''OOOOOOOOOOO E1 =1I? _oo

��
S2

� � // T2 =S2 + E2 E2 =1I? _oo

gf ed`a bc
A model M of K(Eq , forweq) is made of two forward -maps M(t1),M(t2) :
M(S1) t {ε1} →M(S2) t {ε2} such that M(t1)=M(t2):

models of K(Eq , forweq) are equalities between forward-maps.

K(Eq , forweq) S1
� � // T1 =S1 + E1

t2
		

t1
��
≡ ≡

≡

E1 =1I

		��
≡

? _oo

S2
� � // T2 =S2 + E2 E2 =1I? _oo

gf ed`a bc
The “family” K of these mosaics K(. . .) is called an extensor.

It should be noted thatK(Arrow , ok) (resp. K(Arrow , err)) can be embedded
into K(Arrow , forw).
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Indexation of an ambigraph

Let us come back to the support S of the mosaic Σ.

Thanks to the extensor K, comments associated to S can now be stated as
follows:
– the nodes of S must be interpreted as models of K(Node,Err),
– the arrows of S must be interpreted as models of K(Arrow , forw) and, in
addition:
z and s must be interpreted as models of K(Arrow , ok),
p ◦ z must be interpreted as a model of K(Arrow , err),
– the equation of S must be interpreted as a model of K(Eq , forweq).

Let ° denote the congruence relation on S generated by:
nodes : A,N ° Err
arrows : p ° forw , z, s ° ok , p ◦ z ° err
equation : (p ◦ s ≡ idN) ° forweq

This congruence relation ° is called an indexation. Since each ok -map and
each err -map is a forward -map, since identities are ok -maps, and since the
composition of an ok -map and a forward -map is a forward -map, the congru-
ence ° is such that:
arrows : z, s, p, p ◦ z, p ◦ s, idN ° forw , z, s, idN ° ok , p ◦ z ° err .

The indexed ambigraph S° is made of the ambigraph S together with the
indexation °.

S° A ° Err

z°ok
��

p◦z°err
		

N ° Err

s°ok

CC

p°forw

[[

(p◦s≡idN )°forweq

gf ed
`a bc
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Explicit versus implicit (for support)

We have seen in section 2 that:

Mod(Σexact, Set) ' Mod comments(Σ) .

Similarly, if Σ0
exact denote the mosaic obtained by forgetting about the con-

straint A=1I in Σexact:

Mod(Σ0
exact, Set) ' Mod comments(S) .

We have just seen that the “models of S according to the comments” can be
described as follows: the interpretation of each node, arrow and equation of S
is a set-valued model of the corresponding mosaic K(. . .) (the correspondence
is described by °). They are called the models of S° in the set-valued models
of K, and their set is denoted Mod(S°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)). In this way we
get a more “syntactic” description of the “models of S according to the
comments” (see section 5 for more details):

Mod comments(S)=Mod(S°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)) .

It follows that:

Mod(Σ0
exact, Set) ' Mod(S°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)) .
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Ribbon product (for support)

On the other hand, we can now forget about Σ0
exact and make the following

construction from S° and K:

1. for each node, arrow and equation of S, take a copy of the corresponding
mosaic K(. . .) (the correspondence is described by the indexation °),

2. then glue them together, according to the way nodes, arrows and equa-
tions of S are glued together.

The resulting mosaic is called the ribbon product of S° by K and is denoted
KrS°.

KrS° SA

z

��

� � // TA=SA + EA

p◦z
		

z

��

p◦z

((PPPPPPPPPPPP EA=1I

p◦z
		

z

��

? _oo

SN

s

DD
� � // TN =SN + EN

s

DD

p

ZZ EN =1I

s

DD

p

ZZ
? _oo

...≡..., ..., ...≡...

gf ed
`a bc
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Main result (for support)

Its is easy to see that KrS° is equivalent to Σ0
exact, in the sense that they

have the same models. Hence we have “proven”:

KrS° ' Σ0
exact .

This result says that the explicit specification Σ0
exact can be recovered from the

approximate specification S (without constraint), thanks to an appropriate
formalization of the comments.

As a consequence, it is useless to build the explicit specification Σ0
exact! In

addition, this result brings out the fact that Σ0
exact has a structure: it says

which part of Σ0
exact is used for dealing with natural numbers, and which part

is devoted to error handling. This can be compared with an equality like
24 32 = 144: when this number is written as 24 32 we have some information
on its structure which is not so easy to recover from 144.

Finally, we get immediately:

Theorem.

Mod(KrS°, Set) ' Mod(S°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)) .

This result says that the set-valued models of the ribbon product KrS° are
the models of S° in the set-valued models of K, i.e. they are the “models of
S according to the comments”.

Note that this result is an analog of the fundamental property of the ten-
sor product in linear algebra, or rather of scalar extension in commutative
algebra.
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Comments on the constraints

We now extend the basic result obtained in section 3 from S to Σ, by con-
sidering the constraint of the approximate mosaic Σ. For this purpose, let
us first define a constraint in term of ambigraphs.

From section 1, we know that a mosaic Σ is made of a support S (which is
an ambigraph) and some constraints, and that a model of Σ is a model of S
which satisfies the constraints.

Actually, constraints themselves are made of ambigraphs and functors be-
tween ambigraphs: a functor F : S → S′ associates to each node, arrow,
equation of S a node, arrow, equation of S′ in a “coherent way”.

The constraint “A=1I” in our mosaic Σnat, though very simple, will give us
a good idea of the general definition of constraints.

Σ=Σnat A = 1I

z

��
N

s

CC

gf ed
`a bc
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Terminal sets

The constraint “A= 1I” in Σnat says that we are interested in the models of
S such that:

• the interpretation of A is a one-element set.

Actually, one-element sets can easily be characterized by a more “abstract”
property: they are the terminal sets, i.e. the interpretation M(A) must
satisfy: there is exactly one map from any set X to M(A). Or, more formally:

for all set X there exists only one map f : X →M(A).

Hence, we are interested in the models of S such that:

• the interpretation of A is a terminal set.

Set ∀X
f∃!

��
M(A)

gf ed`a bc
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Constraint for a terminal node

Formally, the constraint ∆ which says that the interpretation of A must be a
terminal set is made of three ambigraphs C, D and U, a functor pick : C→ S
and a pair of functors: forall : C→ D, exists : D→ U.

The aim of pick : C→ S is to pick out the part of S which is subject to the
constraint: here it is the node A, so that the ambigraph C is made of one
node C (nothing else) and pick is such that pick(C)=A. Each model M of
S defines a model M ◦ pick of C, such that M ◦ pick(C)=M(A).

The ambigraph D is made of two nodes C and D, the ambigraph U is made
of two nodes C and D together with an arrow u : D → C, and the functors
forall : C→ D and exists : D→ U are the obvious inclusions.

Then, for each model M of S, the terminality property of the set M(A):

for all set X there exists only one map f : X →M(A).

can be re-stated as follows:

for all model MD of D which extends M ◦ pick
there exists only one model MU of U which extends MD.

C D U

C

gf ed`a bcforall−→ D

C

gf ed`a bcexists−→ D

u

��
C

gf ed`a bc
C

forall //

pick

��
=

D exists //

∀MD

��~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
=

U

∃!MU

wwoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

S
M

��
Ens
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Indexation of a constraint

Let us now come back to the approximate mosaic Σ=Σapprox of section 2. It
has one constraint : “A=1I”, and the comment associated to this constraint
is:

• the interpretation of A is an Err -set with exactly one non-error element
(hence it is a two-elements set).

It is equivalent to the following property: there is exactly one ok -map from
any Err -set X ′=X t {ε} to M(A). Which can be stated as:

for all Err-set X ′ there exists only one ok-map f : X ′ →M(A).

Or as:

• the interpretation of A is a terminal Err -set with respect to ok -maps.

Hence it is “natural” to define an indexation °Delta (or °) on the constraint
∆, i.e. on the three ambigraphs occuring in the constraint, in the following
way: C,D °Delta Err , u °Delta ok .

The indexation relation on Σ is defined by ° on the support S and °Delta on
the constraint ∆; it is still denoted °.

The indexed mosaic Σ° is made of the mosaic Σ with this indexation °.

C° D° U°

C ° I
gf ed`a bcforall−→ D ° I

C ° I

gf ed`a bcexists−→ D ° I
u°ok

��
C ° I

gf ed`a bc
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Explicit versus implicit (for mosaic)

We have seen in section 2 that:

Mod(Σexact, Set) ' Mod comments(Σ) .

We have just seen that the “models of Σ according to the comments” are
the models of S° in the models of K such that the interpretation of A is a
terminal Err -set with respect to ok -maps.

They are called the models of Σ° in the models of K, and their set is denoted
Mod(Σ°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)), so that we get a more “syntactic” description of
the “models of Σ according to the comments”:

Mod comments(Σ)=Mod(Σ°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)) .

It follows that:

Mod(Σexact, Set) ' Mod(Σ°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)) .
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Ribbon product (for mosaic)

Let us now forget about Σexact.

In section 3 was defined the ribbon product KrS°. Similarly we can
define the ribbon products KrC°, KrD° and KrU°. Since functors
pick , forall and exists preserve the indexation, they “naturally” give rise to
functors: Kr pick : KrC → KrS, Kr forall : KrC → KrD and
Kr exists : KrD→ KrU.

This defines a constraint Kr∆° on KrS°. Its meaning is precisely the
right one:

for all Err-set X ′ there exists only one ok-map f : X ′ →M(A).

In categorical terms, the definition of Kr∆° comes from the functoriality of
the ribbon product of ambigraphs by K.

KrC° KrD° KrU°

• � � // • •? _oo

GF ED@A BC−→ •
� � // • •? _oo

• � � // • •? _oo

GF ED
@A BC

−→ • � � //

��

≡ •

��

≡ •? _oo

��• � � // • •? _oo

GF ED
@A BC

The mosaic KrS° together with the constraint Kr∆° is a mosaic called
the ribbon product of Σ° by K and denoted KrΣ°.

In addition, it is easy to see that the constraint Kr∆° on (SA → TA ← EA)
is equivalent to the constraint SA=1I.

KrΣ° SA(=1I)

z

��

� � // TA=SA + EA

p◦z
		

z

��

p◦z

''PPPPPPPPPPPP EA=1I

p◦z
		

z

��

? _oo

SN

s

DD
� � // TN =SN + EN

s

DD

p

ZZ EN =1I

s

DD

p

ZZ
? _oo

...≡..., ..., ...≡...

gf ed
`a bc
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Main result (for mosaic)

It is easy to see that KrΣ° is equivalent to Σexact, in the sense that they
have the same models. Hence we have “proven”, for this example:

KrΣ° ' Σexact .

And we get immediately our main result:

Theorem.

Mod(KrΣ°, Set) ' Mod(Σ°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)) .

This result says that the set-valued models of the ribbon product KrΣ°

are the models of Σ° in the set-valued models of K, i.e. the “models of Σ
according to the comments”.
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Mosaics for the specification of
ambigraphs

We have seen in section 4 that once everything is defined and proved for
the support of the approximate specification, definitions and proofs for its
constraints follow “by functoriality of the ribbon product”.

Hence, let us now come back to the main result on supports, as stated at the
end of section 3:

Mod(KrS°, Set) ' Mod(S°,Mod(K(. . .), Set)) .

In order to understand the meaning of this result, and especially of its right
handsize, it is necessary to “specify the ambigraphs”. . .
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The mosaic Γ of ambigraphs

Ambigraphs, as defined in section 1, are themselves the set-valued models of
a mosaic which we call Γ:
nodes : Node, Arrow , Comp, Eq , . . .
arrows : domain, codomain : Arrow → Node, . . .
equations : . . .
constraints : . . .

A “proof” of this fact is given by the comparison between the diagram for Γ
and the diagram for the definition of an ambigraph in section 1, where NodeS
stands for S(Node), etc.

We are now interested in the ambigraph S as a model of Γ.

Γ

Node Arrow
domain

mm
codomain

qq
Consmmmm

qqqq

IdNode
3 S

eeKKKKKKKKKK selid

::

Comp
, �

::tttttttttcomp

cc

SRank

KK KK SSSS

Eq
?�

OO

. . . equations. . .

gf ed

`a bc
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The indexor I

Quite a lot of specifications have been used to build the ribbon product
KrS°: namely the approximate ambigraph S° and the mosaics in the ex-
tensor K.

Actually one is still missing: it is the indexor ambigraph I, made of the
“names of the comments”. Precisely here, the ambigraph I is:
node : Err
arrows : forw , ok , err

It has one identity arrow idErr=ok , and each pair of arrows can be composed:
i ◦ ok =ok ◦ i= i for each arrow i of course,
err ◦ i= i ◦ err =err for each arrow i,
and forw ◦ forw = forw .

This composition law translates the properties of maps: for instance
forw = forw ◦ ok because if f is an ok -map and g is a forward -map then g ◦ f
is a forward -map.

I

Err

err

CC
forw

dd

ok

��
gf ed
`a bc

The indexor I is another set-valued model of Γ, and the indexation ° is a
relation from S to I.

Γ

S
��

I
		

Set

In addition, I is endowed with an order relation ⇒, generated by: ok ⇒
forw , err ⇒ forw . This relation translates the following property of maps:
each ok -map and each err -map is a forward -map.
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The mosaic Γ\I of indexed ambigraphs

Now let us build a mosaic Γ\I by “counting each node G in Γ once for each
element in I(G)”, and taking into account the order relation over I :
nodes : (Node,Err),

(Arrow , forw), (Arrow , ok), (Arrow , err),
(Equation, forweq),
. . .

arrows : (domain, forw) : (Arrow , forw)→ (Node,Err),
(codomain, forw) : (Arrow , forw)→ (Node,Err),
. . .
(ok ⇒ forw) : (Arrow , ok)→ (Arrow , forw),
(err ⇒ forw) : (Arrow , err)→ (Arrow , forw),
. . .

equations : . . .
constraints : . . .

This mosaic Γ\I is called the blow-up of Γ with respect to I.

Γ\I Arrow , ok

dom
ss

codom

ww ��

. . .

Node,Err Arrow , forw
dom

mm
codomqq . . .

Arrow , err
dom

gg
codom

kk OO

. . .

. . . . . . . . .

gf ed

`a bc
Γ Node Arrow

dom
mm

codomqq . . .ON MLHI JK
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S° is a model of Γ\I

The blow-up Γ\I of Γ with respect to I has the following property:

Proposition. Indexed ambigraphs can be identified with models of Γ\I.

The interpretation of the node (Node,Err) by the model S° of Γ\I is the
subset S°(Node,Err) of S(Node) made of the nodes S in S such that S ° Err :
S°(Node,Err)=S(Node)={A,N} .
For i among forw , ok and err , the interpretation of the node (Arrow , i) is
the subset S°(Arrow , i) of S(Arrow) made of the arrows s in S such that
s ° i:
S°(Arrow , forw)=S(Arrow)={z, s, p, idN , p ◦ z, p ◦ s},
S°(Arrow , ok)={z, s, idN},
S°(Arrow , err)={p ◦ z}.

S° {z, s, idN}

dom
rr

codom

vv

_�

��

. . .

{A,N} {z, s, p, idN , p ◦ z, p ◦ s}dom
mm

codomqq . . .

{p ◦ z}
dom

hh
codom

ll

?�

OO

. . .

. . . . . . . . .

gf ed

`a bc
S {A,N} {z, s, p, idN , p ◦ z, p ◦ s}dom

mm
codomqq . . .WV UTPQ RS
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K is a model of Γ\I

Actually, the nodes of Γ\I were used in section 3 as arguments to the mosaics
K(. . .) in the extensor K.

Indeed, K can be considered as a “model” of Γ\I. Not a set-valued model,
but a mosaic-valued model, i.e. a model which takes its values in mosaics
instead of sets.

A model of Γ\I must interpret its arrows etc. as well as its nodes. It is
easy to see that indeed to each arrow in Γ\I can be associated an homomor-
phism between the corresponding mosaics K(. . .), except that the direction
is changed. For instance there is in Γ\I an arrow:

(domain, forw) : (Arrow , forw)→ (Node,Err)

and there is an homomorphism in the opposite direction:

K(domain, forw) : K(Node,Err)→ K(Arrow , forw)

which associates to the mosaicK(Node,Err) the “top-line” inK(Arrow , forw).

Proposition. K is a contravariant mosaic-valued model of Γ\I.

K K(Arrow , ok) . . .

K(Node,Err)

dom

33

codom

66

dom ..

codom 00
dom

((codom
++

K(Arrow , forw)

��

OO

. . .

K(Arrow , err) . . .

. . . . . . . . .

gf ed

`a bc
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Mod(K(. . .), Set) is a model of Γ\I

In order to interpret S in section 3, we considered the set-valued models of
K. Now “Mod(K(. . .), Set)” can be defined precisely: it is composed of K,
from Γ\I to mosaics, followed by Mod(. . . , Set), from mosaics to sets. Note
that boths K and Mod(. . . , Set) turn the arrows over, so that their composite
preserves the direction of arrows!

Mod(K(. . .), Set) is made of the sets:

Mod(K(Node,Err), Set)

and so on, with the maps:

Mod(K)(domain, forw) : Mod(K)(Arrow , forw)→ Mod(K)(Node,Err)

and so on, which are now in the “right” direction.

Proposition. Mod(K(. . .), Set) is a set-valued model of Γ\I.

Now both S° and Mod(K(. . .), Set) have the same structure: they are set-
valued models of Γ\I. It follows that models of S° in Mod(K(. . .), Set) can
be defined as morphisms, i.e. as structure-preserving maps.

Γ\I

S

��

K

��
Mosaic

Mod(...,Set)uu
Set

Then, the definition of “models” of Σ° in Mod(K(. . .), Set) takes care of the
constraint of Σ.
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Overloading and coercions

The following example deals with some operations on integers and rational
numbers. These operations are chosen unary so as to avoid constraints in
the mosaics, however it would be easy to generalize this example to constant
or binary operations. We present an indexor I and an extensor K which can
easily be adapted to deal with general overloading and coercions.

Let us consider the following operations on “numbers”: mul for multiplica-
tion by 2 and div for division by 2. Let our “numbers” be either integers
(elements of Z) or rational numbers (elements of Q).

We consider that mul is both an operation from Z to Z and from Q to Q:
we say that mul is overloaded since one name (mul) represents several (here:
two) operations. Similarly, div is overloaded: it is both an operation from Z
to Q and from Q to Q.

In addition, we will use a coercion in order to take into account the inclusion
of Z in Q, and the fact that the overloaded operations act “coherently” on
Z and Q.
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An exact mosaic and an approximate mosaic

The exact mosaic Σexact is made of:
nodes : Zex, Qex

arrows : cex : Zex → Qex,
mZ,ex : Zex → Zex, mQ,ex : Qex → Qex,
dZ,ex : Zex → Qex, dQ,ex : Qex → Qex

equations : mQ,ex ◦ cex ≡ cex ◦mZ,ex, dQ,ex ◦ cex ≡ dZ,ex

Σexact

Zex
cex //

mZ,ex

��

dZ,ex

22 Qex

mQ,ex

��

dQ,ex

kk

mQ,ex◦cex≡cex◦mZ,ex dQ,ex◦cex≡dZ,ex

gf ed
`a bc

M ↓
Set

Z � � //

mul

��

div

33 Q

mul

��

div

mm

gf ed
`a bc

The approximate mosaic Σ is made of:
node : N (representing “a set of Numbers”)
arrows : m, d : N → N

Σ

N

m

��

d

mm

gf ed`a bc
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An indexor I

Comments on the arrows of Σ are the ranks for their interpretations; since
there are four possible ranks, there are four arrows in the indexor I.
As in our first example, each comment about an arrow of Σ has a “name”,
which is identified to an arrow i in the indexor I, and a “text”, which is
“translated” by the mosaic K(Arrow , i) in the extensor K. The indexation
° is a relation from Σ to I.
Here the indexor I is the ambigraph made of (the name of the arrows are
choosen according to mnemotechnic reasons):
node : I
arrows : z y z , z y q , q y z , q y q : I → I

I

zyz

CC
zyq

cc

qyz

��qyq
##

gf ed
`a bc

The order relation on I is generated by:
q y z ⇒ z y z , q y z ⇒ q y q and q y q ⇒ z y q.

The indexation ° from Σ to I is defined by:
node : N ° I
arrows : m ° z y z, m ° q y q, d ° z y q, d ° q y q

It follows from the order relation that, also: m ° z y q.
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An extensor K

The mosaic K(Node, I ) says how the node N of Σ must be interpreted. Hence
K(Node, I ) is made of:
nodes : Z, Q
arrow : c : Z → Q

where c is called a coercion.

K(Node, I ) Z
c // QWV UTPQ RS

The mosaic K(Arrow , z y z) translates the comment called “z y z”:
nodes : Z1, Q1, Z2, Q2

arrows : c1 : Z1 → Q1, c2 : Z2 → Q2, fzyz : Z1 → Z2

and so on for the mosaics K(Arrow , . . .).

K(Arrow , z y z ) Z1
c1 //

fzyz
��

Q1

Z2
c2 // Q2

gf ed`a bc
K(Arrow , z y q) Z1

c1 //

fzyq

""DDDDDDDD Q1

Z2
c2 // Q2

gf ed`a bc
K(Arrow , q y z ) Z1

c1 // Q1

fqyz

||zzzzzzzz

Z2
c2 // Q2

gf ed`a bc
K(Arrow , q y q) Z1

c1 // Q1

fqyq
��

Z2
c2 // Q2

gf ed`a bc
The relation q y z ⇒ z y z corresponds to the fact that K(Arrow , z y z)
can be embedded into K(Arrow , q y z): the arrow fzyz corresponds to
fqyz ◦ c1.
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The ribbon product KrΣ°

The ribbon product KrΣ° is equivalent to the exact mosaic Σexact. The
equations mQ ◦ c ≡ c ◦mZ and dQ ◦ c ≡ dZ come from the fact that in the
ribbon product KrΣ°, the “gluing” step of section 3 takes into account the
homomorphisms which correspond to the relation ⇒.

In Σexact, the arrow cex : Zex → Qex has exactly the same status as other
arrows. On the contrary, in KrΣ° the coercion comes from K(Node, I )
while other arrows come from the approximate mosaic Σ: thanks to ribbon
product, we are able to say that coercions are different from other arrows.

Hence, here too, the fact that Σexact can be considered as KrΣ° gives
additional information on its structure.

KrΣ°

Z
c //

mZ

��

dZ

22 Q

mQ

��

dQ

mm

mQ◦c≡c◦mZ dQ◦c≡dZ

gf ed
`a bc
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Imperative programming

Let us now consider a “toy” imperative programming language, with one
variable x of type “natural”. We choose a very poor mosaic for the specifi-
cation of naturals: the mosaic S seen in section 1:
nodes : A, N
arrows : z : A→ N , s : N → N
constraint : A=1I

For the user, a variable in an imperative language has a value which can
be read and updated. Hence, our variable x “of type natural” corresponds
to two operations: the first one read returns a natural (the value of x), the
second one update needs a natural argument (and updates the value of x to
this argument). If one updates the value of x to some natural n, and then
reads this value, then the result should be n.

In addition, there is an initialisation map which (say) updates the value of
x to 0.
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An exact mosaic Σexact

From an explicit point of view, there is a set of states E, and the mosaic
Σexact is made of:
sub-specification : Snat
nodes : E, NE
arrows : i0 : A→ E, r : E → N , u : NE → E,

pN : NE → N , pE : NE → E
constraint : NE=N × E (with projections pN , pE)
equations : r ◦ i0 ≡ z : A→ N , r ◦ u ≡ pN : NE → N

The constraint says that in each model M , the node M(NE) must be in-
terpreted as the cartesian product M(N) ×M(E), and the projections are
M(pN) and M(pE).

The equations say that the value of x after initialization is 0, and after
updating x to some integer n it is precisely n.

Σexact A=1I
i0

//

z

��

E

r
vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

N

s

CC NE=N × EpN
oooo

pE

OOOO

u

UU

r◦i0≡z r◦u≡pN

gf ed
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M ↓

Set {∗}
init

//

0

��

E

read
vvnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

N

succ

CC N× Eoooo

OOOO

update

UUgf ed
`a bc
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An approximate mosaic Σ

The approximate mosaic Σ is made of:
sub-specification : Snat
arrows : i0 : A→ A, r : A→ N , u : N → A
equations : r ◦ i0 ≡ z : A→ N , r ◦ u ≡ idN : N → N

Comments on the equations will play an important role.

Σ

A

z

��
r

��

i0

��

N

s

CC

u

\\

r◦i0≡z
r◦u≡idN

gf ed

`a bc
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About imperative programs

Any kind of specification should be able to describe “good models” as well
as “a good frame for programming and computing”. Until now, we have
focused on models, though the study of programs would have been interesting
too. Here with this example of an imperative language, programs become
essential.

The mosaic Σexact corresponds to the point of view of explicit state, which is
well known, as are its drawbacks. In a functional (or applicative) language,
a program can be considered as a term, which is “composed”, according
to some rules, from the arrows in the specification. However, imperative
programs do not correspond to terms of Σexact, at least for two reasons.

The first reason is that the current state is always implicit in an imperative
program: it does never appear as an argument or a value.

On the contrary, since the state is implicit in the approximate mosaic Σ too,
its terms stick to imperative programs: for instance the instruction x := s(x)
corresponds to the term u ◦ s ◦ r : A→ A:

A
r−→N s−→N u−→A .

The second reason is that terms of Σexact may use new nodes like E × E
which should be interpreted as the product E×E of two copies of the state,
which is usually prohibited.

We will see below how the ribbon product point of view avoids this problem.
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An indexor I

A comment on an arrow says whether its interpretation is allowed to use
(resp. to modify) the current state, or if it is an input or output arrow.
Hence I is made of (composition of arrows is an easy exercise):
nodes : Iin, I, Iout
arrows : static, use,mod : I → I, in : Iin → I, out : I → Iout, i/o : Iin → Iout
equations : mod ≡ mod , out ≡ out

The order relation on I is generated by: static ⇒ use ⇒ mod ;
I ⇒ Iout ; mod ⇒ out ; (mod ≡ mod)⇒ (out ≡ out) .

Iin

in
��

i/o

��

I

static

�� use
pp

mod
cc

out
��

Iout

gf ed
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The meaning of these indexes is the following:
– static: the interpretation does neither use nor modify the current state;
– use: the interpretation can use the current state, but it cannot modify it;
– mod : the interpretation can both use and modify the current state;
– static ⇒ use ⇒ mod and mod ≡ mod : the interpretations of two arrows
of S satisfying either static or use or mod are equal if and only if they are
equal as mod -maps;
– I ⇒ Iout and mod ⇒ out : any “current” operation can be considered as
an “output” operation;
– out ≡ out : this equation is used as an index for equations of S which are
only observation equations: both members can have a different action on the
current state;
– (mod ≡ mod) ⇒ (out ≡ out): if two maps agree “everywhere” (i.e. on
outputs and state) then they agree on outputs.

The indexation ° from Σ to I is defined by:
nodes : A,N ° I
arrows : z, s ° static, i0 ° in, r ° use, u ° mod
equations : (r ◦ i0 ≡ z), (r ◦ u ≡ idN) ° (out ≡ out)
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An extensor K

The mosaics K(Node, Iin) and K(Node, Iout) are very simple:
node : S

K(Node, Iin)=K(Node, Iout) SON MLHI JK
The mosaic K(Node, I ) says that “there is a state node”:
nodes : S, T , E
arrows : πS : T → S, πE : T → E
constraint : T =S × E (with projections πS, πE)

K(Node, I ) S T
πSoooo πE // // EON MLHI JK

The mosaics K(Arrow , . . .) are easily built:

K(Arrow ,mod) K(Arrow , in)

S1 T1
oooo

"" ""EEEEEEEE

��

E

S2 T2
oooo

<< <<yyyyyyyy
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S1

��222222222222222

E

S2 T2
oooo

<< <<yyyyyyyy

gf ed
`a bc
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K(Arrow , use) K(Arrow , out)

S1 T1
oooo

"" ""EEEEEEEE

��

≡ E

S2 T2
oooo

<< <<yyyyyyyy

gf ed
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S1 T1
oooo

"" ""EEEEEEEE

�����������������

E

S2
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K(Arrow , stat) K(Arrow , i/o)

S1

��

≡

T1
oooo

"" ""EEEEEEEE

��

≡ E

S2 T2
oooo

<< <<yyyyyyyy

gf ed
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S1

��
S2
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The mosaics K(Eq ,mod ≡ mod) and K(Eq , out ≡ out) express the meaning
of both equations in I. The first one is essentially made of an equation
between arrows of rank T1 → T2, while for the second one it is an equation
between arrows of rank T1 → S2.

K(Eq ,mod ≡ mod) K(Eq , out ≡ out)

S1 T1
oooo

"" ""EEEEEEEE

����

≡ E

S2 T2
oooo

<< <<yyyyyyyy

gf ed
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S1 T1
oooo

"" ""EEEEEEEE

��		

≡ E

S2

gf ed
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The ribbon product KrΣ°

The ribbon product KrΣ° is equivalent to the exact mosaic Σexact.

An instruction can now be defined as a composed arrow p : A → A in the
approximate mosaic Σ such that p ° mod , for instance m ◦ s ◦ r : A→ A for:

x := s(x)

A program is a composed arrow p in the approximate mosaic Σ such that
p ° i/o. For instance r ◦ u ◦ s ◦ r ◦ i0 : A→ N for:

init ; x := s(x) ; x .

Hence the input and output of a program do not mention the state. The
structure of I and of the K(. . .)’s shows that such a program will never use
more than one copy of the state.

By looking at Σexact as the ribbon product KrΣ°, we are able to recognize
“good” terms among all the terms of Σexact: indeed the “good” terms are
precisely those which we are able to reach from an arrow p in Σ such that
p ° i/o.

KrS°

A=1I

z

��

i0 --
A× E=Eoooo

** **TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

z

��

r

��

E

N N × Eoooo

44 44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

u

WW

. . . ≡ . . . , . . . , . . . ≡ . . .

gf ed

`a bc
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An exercise

Finally, let us suggest an exercise about the approximate mosaic Σ of sec-
tion 2:

Σ A = 1I

z

��
N

s

CC

p

[[

p◦s≡idN

gf ed
`a bc

Compare three extensions, corresponding to three different ways of dealing
with the fact that “the predecessor of 0 does not make sense”:

1. error handling as in section 2;

2. extend the node N in two nodes P and N with a coercion c : P → N
as in section 6, where P represents the positive integers, and define the
extension of p as an arrow from P to N ;

3. let pred(0)=0, together with some “boolean-valued state” (E=1I + 1I)
as in section 7 used as a “flag” which sets to false as soon as pred(0)
is executed.

This exercise shows that, thanks to soft typing, it is possible to define only one
type for natural numbers with predecessor, allowing several ways of dealing
with the predecessor of 0, according to the choice of the extensor.
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Conclusion

In this tutorial we have given some hints on the ribbon product constructor
for soft typing, by looking at various examples.

It proves that, with some care about the comments, a specification can be
approximate without leading to any error.

It proves much more than that: actually, an exact specification may hold
more information when it is described by an approximation and comments.

One domain of interest for applications of soft typing might be computer
algebra.
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